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Ever since the Supreme Court issued its short-lived and politically obtuse opinion in Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company,1 the issue of equal pay has risen to the forefront of the national conversation about gender equality. The Court’s decision ruled as time-barred Title VII claims challenging pay discrimination that originated outside of the statute’s very short charge-filing period—even when the pay discrimination is ongoing and continues to produce discriminatory paychecks that the employee receives within the time limit for suing.2 The ruling prompted a strong public outcry, bolstered by one of Justice Ginsburg’s most impassioned and galvanizing dissents. Of the many scathing editorials excoriating the Court’s opinion, my favorite was from the New York Times, which summed up the ruling succinctly with the title, “Injustice 5, Justice 4.”3

* Professor of Law and Distinguished Faculty Scholar, University of Pittsburgh School of Law. I am grateful to Valerie Howell for her excellent research assistance in support of this article.

2. Id. at 623–32.
Congress responded with unusual speed, in time to present newly-elected President Obama with the opportunity to sign into law the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act (LLFPA) as the first new legislative enactment of his Administration. The Act essentially codified the approach advocated in Justice Ginsburg's dissent, overriding the majority ruling and correcting the time problem created by the Ledbetter Court. Under the LLFPA, each new paycheck that pays an employee less because of sex resets the clock for the limitations period for asserting the employee’s Title VII rights. The Act cured the immediate problem arising from the Ledbetter decision that ongoing pay discrimination beginning outside the limitations period was immunized from challenge, effectively grandfathered-in by the Court’s ruling, even if the employee did not realize she was being paid less until much later.

The LLFPA was a needed corrective to the rights-claiming problem created by the Court. However, it did not affect the substantive law regulating pay inequality or do anything to alleviate the legal hurdles to succeeding on pay discrimination claims on their merits. The political movement for pay equality that was behind the Act has a much broader scope, however. With the sympathetic figure of the hardworking grandmother, Lilly Ledbetter, as the poster-child for the movement, equal pay has become a resurgent rallying cry for workers and politicians alike. Since the Ledbetter decision, there is a new energy and political resonance surrounding the gender wage gap and an urgency to fix it that has not been matched since the 1970’s women’s movement pressed the demand of equal pay for equal work.

At the level of public policy, the movement to close the gender wage gap has coalesced around the Paycheck Fairness Act as a key piece of the equal pay law reform strategy. The proposed Paycheck Fairness Act was introduced in Congress on the heels of the legislative success with the LLFPA as a needed reform to address the substantive shortcomings of the equal pay laws. It has been repeatedly introduced, in slightly varying iterations, in each legislative session, but has failed to gain enough support to pass both houses of Congress.

The bill contains a multi-pronged approach to the problem, including measures to produce greater transparency in wages and enhanced protection from retaliation against employees for discussing or inquiring about employee pay. As for strengthening the substantive rights against pay discrimination, the cornerstone of the bill is a provision that would tighten up the primary defense in the Equal Pay Act, the "factor other

---

than sex” (FOTS) defense, which immunizes a pay disparity from challenge. Depending on how broadly the defense is construed, it has the potential to derail equal pay claims by allowing any facially neutral factor to justify paying women less than men for performing equal work. The proposed bill would rein in the defense by requiring the factor to be bona fide, job-related and consistent with business necessity. The language borrows from the defense to Title VII disparate impact claims in an effort to require closer judicial scrutiny of the business reasons underlying facially neutral reasons for paying workers of one sex less for doing substantially equal work.

The proposed change to the FOTS defense is the most controversial part of the bill. Critics charge that it would intrude too deeply into employer discretion and take issue with proponents’ assertion that discrimination, as opposed to individual choice and market forces, explains the gender wage gap. More legally-oriented critics charge that the move would turn the disparate treatment claim into a disparate impact claim, without justification for doing so. Even supporters of closing the gender wage gap are less than enthusiastic about making the FOTS defense the centerpiece of the reform strategy. They point out that most pay discrimination cases falter before even getting to the defense because of the strict approach courts take to determining whether employees are performing substantially equal work. Unless courts moderate their approach to that threshold issue, reforming the factor other than sex defense will not make a difference in the success of equal pay claims in the courts.

This essay considers the proposed changes to the FOTS defense in light of lessons gleaned from the Supreme Court’s innovative move in an employment discrimination case decided last year under the Pregnancy

10. See, e.g., Nicole Buonocore Porter & Jessica R. Vartanian, Debunking the Market Myth in Pay Discrimination Cases, 12 GEO. J. GENDER & L. 159, 206–08 (2011) [hereinafter Porter & Vartanian, Debunking the Market Myth] (contending that the PFA will not provide a remedy for unequal pay for most women, including and especially professional women, because of the tightness of the comparators required to prove a violation, but nevertheless expressing tepid support for the PFA on the ground that a partial solution is better than none).
11. See, e.g., Deborah Thompson Eisenberg, Shattering the Equal Pay Act’s Glass Ceiling, 63 S.M.U. L. REV. 17 (2010) (surveying the lower courts’ case law and the demonstrating the strictness of the substantially similar work requirement in Equal Pay Act claims).
Discrimination Act, Young v. United Parcel Services, Inc. The framework adopted in that case can help pave the way for the tightening of the FOTS defense, while still keeping the claim grounded as a disparate treatment claim. Part I examines the application of the FOTS defense in the courts. While some courts have been moving to apply a heightened judicial scrutiny of the employer's reasons for a pay disparity, others follow an anything-goes approach. Without careful scrutiny of the employer's facially neutral reasons for paying women less, the pay discrimination claim segues into a search for the employer's conscious intent to pay an employee less because of her sex, rendering the claim all but useless for remedying the gender wage gap. Part II explores the framework embraced in Young, in which unjustified impact supports an inference of intentional discrimination. It argues that the Equal Pay Act should take a page from the decision in Young and similarly move to scrutinizing employer justifications for the different treatment of comparators. Using insights from the Young decision, it responds to criticisms that tightening of FOTS defense would turn the equal pay claim into a disparate impact claim. Finally, Part III argues that the proposed framework for the FOTS defense is better designed to reach the kind of implicit bias that is at the heart of pay discrimination in the modern workforce. As important as preventing equal pay litigation from being derailed by an unconstrained FOTS defense is the contribution the proposed framework could make to the political dialogue about the roots of pay inequality and the justifications for employer practices that perpetuate it. By challenging the justifications for facially neutral reasons for paying women less, the change proposed to the FOTS in the Paycheck Fairness Act would make space for contesting the ideologies at the heart of the debate over the gender wage gap.


Enacted one year before Title VII, the Equal Pay Act of 1963 prohibits an employer from paying an employee less than it pays an employee of the other sex to perform substantially similar work, unless the employer can justify the disparity under one of the four statutory defenses. Of these, by far the most important is the factor other than sex defense, which permits "a differential based on any factor other than sex." Left unconstrained, the FOTS defense would immunize a pay

13. 29 U.S.C. § 206(d) (2012). See generally MICHAEL W. MCCANN, RIGHTS AT WORK: PAY EQUITY REFORM AND THE POLITICS OF LEGAL MOBILIZATION 49 (1994) (tracing the origins of the Equal Pay Act to a 1945 decision by the National Labor Board that the pay practices of certain military contractors discriminated against women; although the War Board was subsequently dismantled, its ruling prompted unions and women's groups to agitate for greater protection from pay discrimination).
disparity whenever any facially neutral reason, however insubstantial or irrational, could explain the gap in pay. An early amendment to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, known as the Bennett Amendment, incorporated the defenses codified in the Equal Pay Act as defenses to Title VII as well.\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(h) (2012) ("It shall not be an unlawful employment practice under [Title VII] for any employer to differentiate upon the basis of sex in determining the amount of the wages or compensation paid or to be paid to employees of such employer if such differentiation is authorized by the provisions of [the Equal Pay Act]."); Cnty. of Wash. v. Gunther, 452 U.S. 161, 168–69 (1981) (interpreting the Bennett Amendment to incorporate into Title VII sex-based pay discrimination claims the affirmative defenses codified in the EPA).} Accordingly, while Title VII reaches sex-based discrimination in compensation, the Equal Pay Act’s FOTS defense is also a defense to a Title VII claim for sex-based pay discrimination. So the scope of the FOTS defense matters for both Title VII and the Equal Pay Act.

Early Supreme Court case law seemed to require more than a merely gender neutral factor to assert the FOTS defense, suggesting that employers must at least demonstrate a legitimate reason. In Corning Glass Works v. Brennan,\footnote{417 U.S. 188 (1974).} which is, remarkably, still the only Supreme Court case decided squarely under the Equal Pay Act, the Court held that work performed on the day and night shifts involved similar working conditions since they occurred in the same surroundings and involved the same hazards. As a result, proof that the company paid male night shift workers a higher base wage (in addition to the premium paid to all workers on the night shift) than female workers doing the same job on the day shift established a prima facie violation of the Act.\footnote{Id. at 203–05.} Because the history at the plant showed that the men demanded a higher base wage to induce them to do what they regarded as “women’s work,” inspection jobs, at a time when women were prohibited by law from performing night work, and because the higher base wage remained even after the company added a pay differential to compensate all employees working the night shift, the employer failed to prove that the pay differential resulted from a factor other than sex.\footnote{Id. at 191–92 n.3.} In the course of discussing the defense, the Court cited legislative history describing differences in work conditions as a “legitimate” reason for a pay differential.\footnote{Id. at 201.} The quoted text implies that factors other than sex must at least be legitimate for purposes of the defense.

Four years later, in City of Los Angeles Department of Water & Power v. Manhart,\footnote{435 U.S. 702 (1978).} the Court again discussed the FOTS defense. The case involved a Title VII challenge to the company’s practice of charging female employees higher pension premiums on the ground that women as
a group live longer than men. The Court found the premium differential violated Title VII. Responding to the employer’s argument that the Bennett Amendment to Title VII excused any differential that satisfied the Equal Pay Act’s FOTS defense, the Court explained that the factor other than sex could not itself be based on sex, so that the employer’s use of sex as a proxy for longevity did not satisfy the defense. Not every factor that is related to business qualifies as a factor other than sex, for purposes of the defense, the Court continued. Again, the Court’s language suggests that a factor other than sex must relate to the employer’s business.

Finally, in another Title VII case decided a few years later, County of Washington v. Gunther, the Court affirmed a lower court decision finding that the county’s practice of paying women prison guards at a women’s prison significantly less than male guards at a men’s prison violated Title VII. The jobs guarding male prisoners substantially differed from the jobs guarding female prisoners, so the employer argued that because the practice did not violate the Equal Pay Act, which only applies to similar jobs, the Bennett Amendment meant that it did not violate Title VII either. The Court rejected this argument, holding that Title VII has a potentially broader scope than the EPA, since the EPA requires substantially similar jobs while Title VII is violated by paying an employee less because of his or her sex. In the case at hand, even though the jobs were dissimilar, the county’s failure to pay women guards at the level recommended by the county’s own pay study served as evidence of the employer’s discriminatory intent to pay the women less because of their sex. In dicta, describing the FOTS defense in the course of explaining how the Bennett Amendment interacts with Title VII, the Court stated that the FOTS exception was enacted by Congress as a response to the “legitimate needs of businesses” and is limited to “bona fide job evaluation systems.” This language too suggests some business-relatedness constraint on the FOTS defense.

These early cases suggest, albeit in dicta, that courts should not simply defer to employer assertions of a sex-neutral factor, but should scrutinize them to ensure that they are at least legitimate and business related. However, a more recent pronouncement in Supreme Court case law suggests a more lax approach. In a case decided under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), Smith v. Jackson, the Court held that disparate impact is actionable under the ADEA. In a part

21. Id.
22. Id. at 712.
23. Id.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id. at 168.
28. Id. at 170–71.
29. 544 U.S. 228 (2005).
of the opinion joined by only four Justices, the plurality discussed a provision in the ADEA known as the RFOA ("reasonable factor other than age") as an additional source of support for the ruling. The plurality contrasted the language in the EPA's FOTS defense with the language in the RFOA, which permits an employment practice that is "otherwise prohibited" under the ADEA if it was based on "reasonable factors other than age" (RFOA). In contrast, the plurality noted, in the FOTS defense, "Congress barred recovery if a pay differential was based 'on any other factor'—reasonable or unreasonable—other than sex." This language assumes that the only criteria for the sex-neutral factor is that it not be based on sex.

This shift in the Court's tone toward the FOTS defense is in keeping with the Court's move away from legitimacy as a constraint on the employer's nondiscriminatory reason in the individual disparate treatment framework. In the Court's first articulation of the burden-shifting model for individual disparate treatment claims in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, it described the burden on the employer as requiring a "legitimate" nondiscriminatory reason. Pointing out the strength of McDonnell Douglas's reason for not rehiring the plaintiff, who had engaged in an illegal and disruptive demonstration against it, the Court implied that weaker employer justifications might not be "reasonable" or "legitimate" enough to meet the employer's burden. In its more recent case law, however, the Court abandoned any legitimacy constraint on the nondiscriminatory reason asserted by the employer. The clearest indication of this retreat is Hazen Paper Company v. Biggins, an age discrimination claim, in which the Court held that firing an employee in order to prevent him from vesting in the company's pension benefits qualified as a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason despite its illegality under ERISA and despite the adverse impact such a rule had on older employees. As long as the reason is nondiscriminatory—meaning only that it is "analytically distinct" from the protected class—it suffices to rebut the inference of discrimination. While the Biggins holding does

30. Id.
32. 544 U.S. at 239 n.11 (plurality opinion).
34. 411 U.S. at 802–03 ("We need not attempt in the instant case to detail every matter which fairly could be recognized as a reasonable basis for a refusal to hire."); id. at 803 n.17 ("[w]e need not consider or decide here whether, or under what circumstances, unlawful activity not directed against the particular employer may be a legitimate justification for refusal to rehire"); id. at 806 n.21 ("... in this case, given the seriousness and harmful potential of respondent's participation in the 'stall-in' and the accompanying inconvenience to other employees, it cannot be said that the petitioner's refusal... lacked a rational and neutral business justification."); id. at 804 (citing the employer's "reaction, if any, to [the plaintiffs] legitimate civil rights activities" as evidence relevant to showing pretext).
36. Id.
37. Id. at 611.
not govern the EPA’s FOTS defense—it involves a different statute and the scope of the employer’s burden to rebut the inference from the prima facie case rather than an affirmative defense—its approach is consistent with the plurality’s description of the FOTS defense in *Smith*.

Meanwhile, lacking authoritative guidance from the Supreme Court on the scope of the FOTS defense, lower courts have taken a wide range of approaches on the strength of the sex-neutral reason required to establish the defense. At the most deferential end of the spectrum, some courts perceive absolutely no constraint on the sex-neutral factor that will support the defense and refuse to scrutinize the reasonableness of the employer’s reason. Other courts require the sex-neutral factor to at least be “legitimate,” but apply this standard in such a way as to approve the asserted reason with little scrutiny of its relationship to the employer’s business needs. Other courts go well beyond this, however, and have ramped up their scrutiny of the business justifications behind the sex-neutral factor. These courts apply a level of scrutiny that is effectively indistinguishable from that proposed by the Paycheck Fairness Act, that the employer demonstrate a “bona fide” factor other than sex that is “job-related with respect to the position in question” and “consistent with business necessity.”

The “anything goes” courts permit any sex-neutral factor, reasonable or not, to justify a pay disparity, with no scrutiny of the business justification for relying on it. Cases in the Fourth, Seventh and Eighth Circuits adopt this approach. For example, the Fourth Circuit has broadly construed the FOTS defense, requiring only that the employer’s reason be sex-neutral; under this standard, the employer’s process of considering the higher-paid male employee’s resume and prior salary, and negotiating with him, met the requirement of a sex-neutral reason for paying him more than the plaintiff. The Seventh Circuit put it more bluntly, explaining that all the statute asks is whether the employer’s reason was or was not based on sex, “not whether it is a ‘good’ reason.” Accordingly, the court permitted paying a woman less for performing the same work where the employer had set pay for lateral hires based on prior salary, without inquiring into whether the employer had an “acceptable business

---

38. *See discussion infra* notes 43–47.
40. *See discussion infra* notes 57–70.
42. Brinkley v. Harbour Rec. Club, 180 F.3d 598 (4th Cir. 1999); *see also* Maron v. Va. Polytechnic Inst. & State U., 508 Fed. Appx. 226 (4th Cir. 2013) (employer need only offer credible evidence, not the best possible evidence, that the sex-neutral factor explained the pay disparity).
43. Wernsing v. Dep’t of Human Servs., 427 F.3d 466 (7th Cir. 2005); *see also* Looper v. U. of Wisc. Hosp. & Clinics Auth., 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 62056 (explaining that the employer’s reason for paying the female plaintiff less than a male comparator—her limited salary history with the company and their reliance on the pay grade system for setting benefit levels for employees with less than one year seniority—might not be a good business practice, but that such considerations are irrelevant under the statute).
reason” for doing so or whether the practice was “business-related.”\textsuperscript{44} Similarly, the Eighth Circuit has upheld an informal and subjective salary retention policy allowing some higher-paid employees to retain their pay when assigned lower pay-grade jobs, proclaiming no role for the court in evaluating the reasonableness or wisdom of such a policy.\textsuperscript{45}

In this class of cases, the FOTS defense operates as a \textit{de facto} requirement that the employer acted with discriminatory intent, albeit, with the burden on the employer to dispel an inference of discriminatory intent by showing a sex-neutral reason for its action, instead of putting the burden on the plaintiff to prove intent as an element of the plaintiff's proof. Without any constraint on the FOTS defense, the EPA is limited to reaching only those pay disparities found to stem from the employer’s intent to pay women less because of sex. The anything-goes cases illustrate that broadly construing the FOTS defense effectively narrows the statute to reach only intentionally discriminatory pay gaps.\textsuperscript{46}

Moving away from the anything-goes end of the spectrum, some lower courts—even some courts in the same circuits that have articulated the deferential approach—apply some degree of scrutiny to assess the strength of the employer’s reasons for using the sex-neutral factor.\textsuperscript{47} This can result in rejecting the defense, as in one Eighth Circuit case where the court affirmed a jury decision for the plaintiff and rejected the employer's reliance on education and special recruitment efforts as factors other than sex.\textsuperscript{48} The court found the employer’s reliance on education unpersuasive since the skills needed for the job were acquired on-site, and rejected the employer’s explanation that it needed to pay the male comparator more in order to recruit him, explaining that external salary pressures are not a valid reason for paying a comparator more.\textsuperscript{49} More recently, a district court in the Eighth Circuit found for the plaintiff in a bench trial, rejecting prior salary, salary negotiations, and the employer's effort to meet the salary demands of its top candidate as insufficiently valid reasons for paying the female plaintiff less to do substantially similar work.\textsuperscript{50}

Sometimes courts purport to look into the legitimacy of the employer’s reasons, requiring some showing of reasonableness and business justification, but find the employer’s reason to be sufficiently business-related with minimal scrutiny. For example, in \textit{EEOC v. J.C. Penney Co.},\textsuperscript{51} the Sixth Circuit upheld the lower court's grant of summary

\textsuperscript{44} Id. at 467–68.
\textsuperscript{45} Taylor v. White, 321 F.3d 710 (8th Cir. 2003).
\textsuperscript{46} See, e.g., Warren v. Solo Cup Co., 516 F.3d 627 (7th Cir. 2008) (explaining that the FOTS need not be a good reason as long as it is gender-neutral and applied in good faith).
\textsuperscript{47} See discussion infra, notes 49–53.
\textsuperscript{48} Simpson v. Merchs. & Planters Bank, 441 F.3d 572 (8th Cir. 2006).
\textsuperscript{49} Id. at 574, 579.
\textsuperscript{50} Ewald v. Royal Norwegian Embassy, 82 F. Supp. 3d 871 (D. Minn. 2014).
\textsuperscript{51} 843 F.2d 249 (6th Cir. 1989).
for the employer based on its assertion of a head of household requirement for spousal medical insurance coverage. The court rejected the employer's argument that any sex-neutral factor could support a disparity in compensation, insisting that the factor must at least be based on a legitimate business reason.\(^{52}\) The court went on, however, to accept the head of household requirement, despite its correlation with sex, as resting on the employer's legitimate belief that the requirement was an appropriate non-sex based incentive to provide the greatest level of benefits to those employees most in need and to retain and attract employees.\(^{53}\) The court did so despite the employer's inability to prove that it could not have accomplished these business goals by using a rule with a less discriminatory effect on women.\(^{54}\)

Courts occupying this middle ground take a compromise position on the use of prior salary history to support the FOTS defense. Rather than flatly barring prior salary or whole-sale accepting it, these courts permit reliance on prior salary but only if it is combined with some other sex-neutral factor. Reliance on prior salary combined with the comparator's greater relevant experience, for example, suffices to establish the FOTS defense under this approach.\(^ {55}\)

In the past few years, a spate of cases have come down the pike taking a tougher stance, placing more meaningful constraints on the sufficiency of the employer's business reasons in support of the factor other than sex. While not a wholesale departure from earlier precedents scrutinizing the legitimacy of employer reasons, these cases strike a notably critical stance toward broad uses of the defense. In one of the tougher FOTS cases, *Sandor v. Safe Horizon*,\(^ {56}\) the court actually granted the employee summary judgment on the EPA claim, rejecting the employer's attempt to justify the pay disparity based on the greater experience of the male comparator and the employer's immediate need to fill the position when the plaintiff went on maternity leave. As to experience, although the comparator did have greater experience, the court noted that it was not in a comparable position; a difference in experience must be a job-related qualification for the position in question, the court explained.\(^ {57}\) The court similarly scrutinized the employer's immediate need and salary-matching reasons, finding them lacking force in this case.\(^ {58}\)

In another tough scrutiny case, the court rejected several factors commonly asserted under the FOTS defense, prior salary, inducement,
and negotiation. In *Dreves v. Hudson Group Retail,* the court insisted on a bona fide business-related reason for any sex-neutral factor, and rejected the employer’s explanation that it needed to pay more to induce the male comparator to relocate his family and take the job; the court found this reason to be insufficiently related to the characteristics of the job in question. The court also rejected negotiation as a reason, finding that a male comparator’s ability to negotiate for a higher salary lacked a legitimate business justification. Notably, this court too granted summary judgment to the plaintiff.

These two cases are outliers to some degree, given how rarely courts ever grant summary judgment to plaintiffs in employment discrimination cases. But they are not alone in their rigorous review of the business justifications for a sex-neutral factor to explain a gender wage gap. Other courts have applied a similarly tough substantive standard, requiring a bona fide, job-related business justification, to support the defense. Applying this standard, courts have rejected employers’ assertions of many commonly used, facially gender-neutral explanations for paying women less, including job reclassification systems, subjective evaluations of employee worth, and retention policies that hold current employees at their pre-existing, higher rate of pay when they are assigned to lower-paying job duties.

Some courts have also begun to take a critical look at employers’ reliance on “market” factors such as the need to pay more to attract a male candidate, the use of prior salary to set pay, and the male comparator’s more aggressive negotiation for higher pay. While there is a wide range of judicial reactions to market-based arguments, some recent decisions reflect a skepticism of market-based criteria such as these. For example, in *Sauceda v. University of Texas,* the court rejected “salary compression”—in which the university paid more to attract new hires from an outside university while paying less to existing faculty members—as a factor other than sex, equating the employer’s “supply and demand” argument to the kind of stereotyped, sex-based assumptions embedded in the employment market that Congress sought to correct.

---

60. Id. at 8–9.
61. Id. at 13.
63. See, e.g., Riser v. QEP Energy, 776 F.3d 1191 (10th Cir. 2015) (rejecting gender-neutral classification system where it was not based on legitimate business-related differences in work responsibilities and qualifications for the positions at issue).
through the EPA.\(^{67}\) The Eighth Circuit took a similarly dim view of reliance on market value to set pay in a recent case, *Drum v. Leeson Electric Company*,\(^{68}\) cautioning that courts must take care to ensure that they do not permit employers to pay women lower wages simply because the market will bear it. The *Dreves* court, mentioned above, in granting summary judgment to the employee, was particularly scathing about the employer's reliance on the comparator's negotiation skill to justify his higher pay, admonishing that a pay disparity is no more justified when it is the result of a single negotiation than when it is the result of a market-wide phenomenon in a market that differently values the work of men and women.\(^{69}\)

The rigorous approach taken by these courts is not without controversy, not least of all from courts taking the opposite view and finding sex-neutrality alone to satisfy the defense. The Seventh Circuit's decision in *Wernsing* served up the fiercest criticism of the business justification strand of case law. Critiquing the case law that requires a job-related business reason for the sex-neutral factor, the court characterized the EPA as depending on an employer's discriminatory intent to pay different wages because of sex.\(^{70}\) Since unequal pay for equal work is an intentional wrong, the court continued, and markets are impersonal, an employer's reliance on the market cannot be discriminatory.\(^{71}\) Those courts that require merit-based, job-related factors, instead of simply deferring to the employer's assessment of supply and demand, are heading into the forbidden territory of "comparable worth," the Seventh Circuit warned.\(^{72}\) Responding to the counter-argument that such deference to the market locks in the gender wage gap since women's wages are less than men's, the court tipped its hand by revealing the gender ideology behind its deferential approach to the market. Wages rise with experience, the court explained, and the reason for the disparity between men's and women's wages is that "women spend more years in child-rearing."\(^{73}\) Against that default assumption, scrutinizing the business justification behind market explanations stood out as an unjustified intrusion into employer prerogatives, taking the claim away from its disparate treatment roots and into the forbidden land of disparate impact.\(^{74}\)

\(^{67}\) *Id.* at 778–80.

\(^{68}\) 565 F.3d 1071 (8th Cir. 2009).


\(^{70}\) *Wernsing*, 427 F.3d at 469.

\(^{71}\) *Id.*

\(^{72}\) *Id.* at 470.

\(^{73}\) *Id.*

\(^{74}\) *Id.*
The turn in some of the more recent court decisions toward careful examination of the business justifications behind an employer's reason for paying different wages finds support in an unexpected place. The Supreme Court's recent pregnancy discrimination decision makes a similar move. Understanding the theory behind that decision can help support the parallel move to tighten up the FOTS defense and respond to criticism that doing so would transform the pay claim from a disparate treatment claim for intentional discrimination to a disparate impact claim.

II. LESSONS FROM YOUNG V. UPS: UNJUSTIFIED IMPACT AS PROOF OF DISCRIMINATORY INTENT

The Supreme Court's 2015 decision in Young v. United Parcel Services, Inc. was the first major pregnancy discrimination case to reach the Court in nearly a quarter century. Peggy Young sued her employer, UPS, after it denied her request for light-duty work in response to a lifting restriction from her doctor during her first trimester of pregnancy. Under its formal policies and past practices, UPS liberally granted such requests—except for workers whose need for light-duty accommodation stemmed from a pregnancy. The record showed that if Peggy Young had been injured at work, lost her driver's license (she was an air driver for UPS), or had a disability for purposes of the Americans with Disabilities Act, UPS would have granted her request for a light-duty assignment for the duration of her lifting restriction. Instead, UPS forced Young to take an unpaid leave from work and she lost her health insurance—a result that appeared particularly harsh given that her job actually required little to no lifting in excess of the medical restriction and her coworkers had offered to help her with whatever heavy lifting was required.

The Court took the case to clear up the confusion in the lower courts over how to apply the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA) when an employer favors some, but not all, workers with a similar work capacity over a pregnant employee. The issue required the Court to interpret clause two of the PDA, which states: "... women affected by pregnancy,
childbirth, or related medical conditions shall be treated the same for all employment-related purposes, including receipt of benefits under fringe benefit programs, as other persons not so affected but similar in their ability or inability to work. . . ." The Court found this language ambiguous. Does it “mean that courts must compare workers only in respect to the work limitations that they suffer” and “ignore all other similarities or differences between pregnant and nonpregnant workers?” “Or does it mean that courts, when deciding who the relevant ‘other persons’ are, may consider other similarities and differences as well” and “[i]f so, which ones?”

Significantly, the Court began from the premise that Peggy Young’s challenge to UPS’s failure to accommodate her lifting restriction while pregnant was a disparate treatment claim. Indeed, the Court took pains to note that Young did not bring a disparate impact claim, explaining the critical difference between the two categories as follows: disparate treatment requires proof of discriminatory intent while disparate impact focuses on “the effects of an employment practice . . . irrespective of motivation or intent.”

Finding no clarity from the text of clause two as to how this disparate treatment claim should work, the Court turned to the foundational individual disparate treatment case of McDonnell Douglas to construct a similar burden-shifting model for pregnancy discrimination when an employer disfavors pregnant workers compared to some (but not all) other employees with a similar ability or inability to work. The Court outlined the modified McDonnell Douglas framework for this setting as follows. First, the plaintiff can establish a prima facie case by showing that she is within the protected class (affected by pregnancy or related medical condition) and sought an accommodation which her employer denied, despite accommodating “others ‘similar in their ability or inability to work.’” Once the plaintiff meets the prima facie case, the employer “may then seek to justify its refusal to accommodate the plaintiff by relying on ‘legitimate, nondiscriminatory’ reasons for denying her accommodation.” In a departure from the classic McDonnell Douglas framework, in which any nondiscriminatory explanation meets this burden, the Court in Young set limits on the kind of pregnancy-neutral

84. Young, 135 S.Ct. at 1348.
85. Id. at 1349.
86. Young, 135 S.Ct. at 1344.
87. Id. Young actually had sought, unsuccessfully, to amend her complaint to add a disparate impact claim. Young v. UPS, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 30764 (D. Md. Mar. 30, 2010) (denying plaintiff's motion to amend the complaint and add a disparate impact claim for failure to exhaust her administrative remedies by filing a disparate impact charge with the EEOC).
88. Id. at 1353–54.
89. Id. at 1354.
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explanations that suffice. The mere desire to save money and/or maximize convenience by withholding accommodations from pregnant workers are not, the Court cautioned, legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for refusing to accommodate pregnant workers.

If the defendant meets its burden, the plaintiff may then attempt to show that the employer’s legitimate nondiscriminatory reason is really a pretext for discrimination. Here’s where things become interesting. The Court explained this stage of the burden-shifting framework as follows:

[T]he plaintiff may reach a jury on this issue by providing sufficient evidence that the employer’s policies impose a significant burden on pregnant workers, and that the employer’s “legitimate, nondiscriminatory” reasons are not sufficiently strong to justify the burden, but rather—when considered along with the burden imposed—give rise to an inference of intentional discrimination.

Under this PDA pretext model, the weakness of the employer’s business justification for treating pregnant workers worse than some favored workers with a similar work capacity establishes that the employer’s reason was really a pretext for discrimination. The plaintiff need not show any separate proof of discriminatory intent; she need show only that the employer’s reason was not “strong” enough “to justify the burden” on pregnant women.

Predictably, the dissenting Justices, led by Justice Scalia, accused the Court of “bungling the dichotomy between claims of disparate treatment and claims of disparate impact” and bemoaned “the topsyturvy world” in which “a pregnant woman can establish disparate treatment by showing that the effects of her employer’s policy fall more harshly on pregnant women than on others . . . and are inadequately justified.” In response to the dissent’s charge of blurring the treatment-impact boundary, the Court emphasized “the continued focus on whether the plaintiff has introduced sufficient evidence to give rise to an inference of intentional discrimination avoids confusing the disparate-treatment and disparate-impact doctrines.” As a matter of law, however, under the Young framework, the intentional discrimination that the model purports to discern may exist even when the employer genuinely believed the

90. See, e.g., Hazen Paper Co. v. Biggins, 507 U.S. 604 (1993) (employer’s nondiscriminatory reason need only be analytically distinct from the protected class, it need not be “legitimate” in any substantive sense).
91. Young, 135 S.Ct. at 1354. As the Court explained its rationale for this limitation, a cost- or convenience-based justification for excluding pregnancy from the class of conditions covered might have justified even the benefit policy at issue in General Electric v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125 (1976), the very case that prompted Congress to enact the PDA. Id.
92. Id. at 1354.
93. Id.
94. Id. at 1365 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
95. Id. at 1355.
factually correct, albeit (as determined by a court) insufficiently weighty reason for disfavoring pregnant women. This marks an innovation from the traditional *McDonnell Douglas* framework in which an honest belief in a nondiscriminatory reason dispels an inference of intentional discrimination, even if the employer's reason was not just poor in its rationale but incorrect in its factual premises.\(^{96}\)

Although not fully elaborated, the *Young* opinion contains the seeds of a defense of the bridge from unjustified impact to disparate treatment. The model the Court crafted proceeds on the theory that the burden on pregnant women from the employer's policies, when insufficiently justified by a good enough business rationale, reflects the employer's insufficient concern for pregnant workers and their employment opportunities. The question at the heart of the model is, as the Court phrases it, "Why, when the employer accommodated so many, could it not accommodate pregnant women as well?"\(^{97}\) Answering truthfully with a nondiscriminatory explanation is not enough if the explanation is not weighty enough to justify the harm.

While admittedly, it tugs at the boundary of the disparate treatment category to infer discriminatory intent from unjustified impact, it is hardly unprecedented. In a case decided the same term as *Young*, *Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. Abercrombie & Fitch Stores, Inc.*,\(^{98}\) the Court similarly broadened the disparate treatment framework, this time for religious discrimination, to encompass an employer's facially neutral rule that burdens members of a religious group along with nonreligious workers. In that case, the store's "Look Policy" prohibiting caps and other head coverings had the effect of excluding Muslim women who wear head scarfs for religious reasons, even as it excluded other applicants who wear caps and other head coverings for nonreligious reasons. Instead of requiring the EEOC to prove that the store's policy was adopted with the discriminatory purpose of excluding Muslim women, or applied with a discriminatory intent to exclude Muslim applicants, the Court upheld the suit, overturning the lower court's grant of summary judgment to the employer. The court found the employer had engaged in disparate treatment because it assigned Muslim applicants to a larger group of disfavored applicants without a sufficiently strong reason for not exempting religious applicants from the general ban.\(^{99}\) The Court resoundingly rejected the employer's argument that this should

---

\(^{96}\) See, e.g., Tex. Dep't of Cmty. Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 259 (1981) ("The fact that a court may think that the employer misjudged the qualifications of the applicants does not in itself expose him to Title VII liability, although this may be probative of whether the employer's reasons are pretexts for discrimination.").

\(^{97}\) *Young*, 135 S.Ct. at 1355.


have been brought as a disparate impact claim, situating it firmly within a disparate treatment framework.100

A greater stretch of the disparate treatment boundary occurred in the politically charged case of Ricci v. DeStefano,101 a Title VII action brought by a group of mostly white firefighters (excluding the one Latino named plaintiff) challenging the city of New Haven’s decision to discard the results of a standardized test for promotion that would have had a disparate impact against minority firefighters. The Court found that the plaintiffs succeeded in establishing that the city engaged in race-based disparate treatment when it decided not to make promotions based on the test results without a sufficient basis in evidence for believing that using the test would subject it to disparate impact liability. The key to understanding how the decision expands disparate treatment doctrine is that the city’s action was neutral on its face—it discarded the test results for everyone and made no promotions—and the plaintiffs offered no proof that the City acted with a deliberate discriminatory intent to harm white firefighters because of their race. Although the city clearly knew that discarding the test results would mean that the firefighters who performed well, a group that was disproportionately white, would not be promoted, mere knowledge of disproportionate harm is usually not tantamount to a discriminatory racial intent.102 Instead of requiring proof that the city acted with a deliberate intent to harm white firefighters because they are white, the Court focused on the lack of a sufficient justification for burdening the high-performing, mostly white, test-takers. Because the Court found that the promotion test actually was job-related, it concluded that the city had an insufficient basis to believe that it would have faced disparate impact liability for making promotions based on the test. In other words, the unjustified burden on the group of predominantly white test-takers formed the crux of the disparate treatment violation.

Although they lie at the margins of employment discrimination law, these cases share space with others relying on a significant burden to the plaintiff class, combined with the employer’s insufficient justification for it, to support a claim for disparate treatment.103 An applicant strength test known to reduce female applicants’ chances for employment and adopted with weak justification, for example, was the basis for a judgment of disparate treatment, in addition to disparate impact, against

100. Abercrombie, 135 S.Ct. at 2033.
102. See Pers. Adm’r of Mass. v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256 (1979) (rejecting women’s equal protection challenge to state’s veterans preference in public employment; even though the state knew that the class of veterans benefited was over 98% male and would have the effect of shutting women out of state jobs, plaintiffs must prove the state adopted the preference “because of” and not “in spite of” the harm to women).
the employer adopting it. Likewise, an English-only policy with a predictably harsh effect on Latino employees, adopted without weighty business reasons, has supported disparate treatment liability against the employer. And harassment has always difficult to classify as purely disparate treatment, especially when it does not target particular individuals or when it is perpetrated by persons not acting as agents of the employer. Nevertheless, it is well-settled that harassment is a species of disparate treatment.

All that is to say, there is more porosity along the treatment/impact border than the Court and many commentators often acknowledge. In the Young PDA framework, the unjustified burden on pregnant women from the employer’s accommodation of other conditions with a similar effect on work establishes a disparate treatment claim. This path to disparate treatment has implications for the recent efforts, both judicial and legislative, to more carefully evaluate the strength of the business reasons behind an employer’s asserted sex-neutral factor in equal pay claims. Contrary to critics’ charges, tightening the FOTS defense to incorporate a more rigorous scrutiny of purportedly sex-neutral justifications would not represent an unprecedented merger of disparate treatment and disparate impact claims.

That this move finds support in the case law, however, does not necessarily make it normatively defensible. For that, we need to consider what purpose it serves to infer discriminatory intent from insufficiently justified harm to the protected class. Here too, the Young case contains helpful insights. The model the Court adopted is well-suited to capturing the kind of bias and devaluation of pregnant workers that leads employers to deny pregnant employees the same accommodations that are broadly granted to others. Requiring additional proof of an intent to discriminate against pregnancy would leave the Act unable to reach the kinds of biased implicit judgments about pregnant workers that underlie selective accommodation policies like the one at issue in Young.

104. See Equal Emp’t Opportunity Comm’n v. Dial Corp., 469 F.3d 735 (8th Cir. 2006) (discussing weak justification for employee strength test with a marked disparate impact on women supported disparate treatment verdict for the EEOC).

105. See Maldonado v. City of Altus, 433 F.3d 1294 (10th Cir. 2006) (noting insufficient business justification for strict English-only policy supported employees' disparate treatment claim).


The refusal to accommodate pregnant workers, even while granting accommodations to many other employees, is likely not the product of a deliberate, conscious animus against pregnant workers. Instead, it more likely reflects the employer’s relative lack of concern for pregnant workers and the lesser value the employer places on retaining them in the workplace. Research on the maternal wall has documented “an underlying schema that assumes a lack of competence and commitment when women are viewed through the lens of motherhood and housework.” The implicit assumption that pregnancy marks a detachment from the labor force and prioritization of family over work shapes employer evaluations about how much to invest in retaining of pregnant workers. Viewing workers through the lens of prospective motherhood, employers overestimate the disruption that would result from accommodating pregnant workers and under-estimate the business value of retaining them. In the Young case itself, for example, the employer held fast to its refusal to accommodate pregnancy despite the fact that Peggy Young’s coworkers volunteered to help her with any lifting that exceeded the medical restriction, so that any disruption would have been negligible or nonexistent. Whether consciously or not, stereotyped judgments about the worth of pregnant workers shape employers’ decisions about whether and how much to invest in them as employees.


111. For a sampling of the research documenting bias in how pregnant workers are evaluated, see Jennifer Cunningham & Therese Macan, Effects of Applicant Pregnancy on Hiring Decisions and Interview Ratings, 57 SEX ROLES 497 (2007); Bragger et al., The Effects of the Structured Interview on Reducing Biases Against Pregnant Job Applicants, 46 SEX ROLES 215 (2002); Caroline Gatrell, Managing the Maternal Body: A Comprehensive Review and Transdisciplinary Analysis, 13 INT’L J. MGMT. REV’YS. 97, 98–100 (2011); Barbara Masser et al., We Like You, But We Don’t Want You—The Impact of Pregnancy in the Workplace, 57 SEX ROLES 703 (2007); Liisa Mäkelä, A Narrative Approach to Pregnancy-related Discrimination and Leader-follower Relationships, 19 GENDER, WORK & ORG. 677 (2011); Shelley J. Correll et al., Getting a Job: Is There a Motherhood Penalty?, 112 AM. J. SOC. 1297, 1306 (2007).

112. See Young, 135 S. Ct. at 1344.

The searching review of employer justifications for less generous policies toward pregnancy, as mandated in Young, is well-designed to reach this kind of bias. ¹¹⁴

This justification for Young's reliance on unjustified impact to infer discriminatory intent—that it is necessary to reach the stereotyping and implicit bias behind the different treatment of the protected class—also supports extending this hybrid treatment-by-impact model to the equal pay claim. The next section considers what is to be gained from tightening up the FOTS defense to scrutinize the employer's business reasons for paying women less.

III. THE CASE FOR TIGHTENING THE FOTS DEFENSE: CONTESTING MARKET NEUTRALITY AND UNCOVERING IMPLICIT BIAS IN SETTING PAY.

At its broadest, without any inquiry into the business case for paying a woman less, the FOTS defense threatens to turn the disparate treatment equal pay claim into a search for a conscious discriminatory intent to pay a woman less because of her sex. If any factor other than sex, however slight, can justify paying a woman less to do the same work as a man, then the FOTS defense will serve to narrow the scope of actionable pay discrimination to include only those pay disparities that cannot be explained by a sex-neutral motive. Requiring courts to scrutinize the business justification behind the employer's sex-neutral explanation for the pay disparity—as the Paycheck Fairness Act would mandate and as some lower courts are already doing—would make the equal pay claim more likely to capture pay disparities reflecting implicit bias and stereotyped judgments about employee worth, and not just the much narrower class of pay decisions stemming from a conscious intent to pay women less.

Rather than reflecting a deliberate decision to take sex into account in setting pay—the theory of pay discrimination reflected in the majority's controversial Ledbetter ruling—unequal pay for equal work is more likely a reflection of subconscious stereotypes about women’s worth as workers.¹¹⁵ The literature on the pay gap suggests that employers assess women’s pay at lower levels without realizing they are doing so.¹¹⁶ A more likely scenario than an employer making a deliberate decision to take sex into account in setting pay is that employers rely on prevalent stereotypes and bias about the capacity of pregnant employees or the likelihood that pregnant employees return to work after childbirth underlying employer policies that accommodate some favored conditions while omitting pregnancy).

¹¹⁴. See Young, 135 S. Ct. 1338.

¹¹⁵. See Deborah L. Brake, What Counts as “Discrimination” in Ledbetter and the Implications for Sex Equality Law, 59 S.C. L. REV. 657, 671 (2008) (explaining that the Ledbetter decision proceeds from the definition of pay discrimination as a conscious intent to pay a woman less because of her sex).

discretionary pay systems that open the door to implicit bias, resulting in paying women less. That was the story told by the plaintiffs’ experts in the nationwide lawsuit against Wal-Mart, where, controlling for seniority, number of weeks worked during the year, full-time or part-time work, job position, job review rating, and numerous other factors, women at all levels and in all regions received less pay than men in the same jobs.\textsuperscript{117} Lab experiments support this theory, finding that subjects set pay at a higher rate for male candidates than for equally qualified female candidates.\textsuperscript{118} It is unlikely that all or most of these subjects consciously decided to set lower wages for the women candidates.

Of course, not everyone agrees that any kind of pay discrimination, conscious or not, lies behind the gender wage gap. Skeptics claim that the disparity in men’s and women’s wages is due to women’s own choices and the neutral market forces that respond to them.\textsuperscript{119} This article is not the place for an exhaustive review of the literature on the gender wage gap or to rehash the debate over its sources. Suffice it to say that some significant portion of the wage gap is not explained by the nondiscriminatory variables that researchers have thought to account for.\textsuperscript{120} The lure of market justifications as an explanation for paying women less is precisely why courts need to carefully look at the strength of the justifications underlying employers’ appeals to the market as a factor other than sex.\textsuperscript{121}

More careful scrutiny of what lies behind market-based explanations as a factor other than sex can reveal the paucity of the employer’s

\textsuperscript{117.} See Deborah Eisenberg, Wal-Mart Stores v. Dukes: Lessons for the Legal Quest for Equal Pay, 46 N. ENG. L. REV. 229, 234, 240–41 (2012). The gap increased over a worker’s career; for example, among new hourly wage workers, men earned thirty-five cents more per hour when hired, but the gap grew to $1.16/hour five years later. Id. at 241.


\textsuperscript{119.} See, e.g., Gary Siniscalco et al., The Pay Gap, the Glass Ceiling, and Pay Bias: Moving Forward 50 Years After the Equal Pay Act, 29 A.B.A. J. LAB. & EMP. L. 395, 400–13 (2014).


\textsuperscript{121.} See MCCANN, supra note 13, at 40–41 (discussing the ease with which employers defend pay discrimination claims by invoking “a ‘free market’ defense at every turn” and how that argument resonates with judges’ assumptions that “discrimination is the rare exception rather than the norm”).
justification for relying on “the market” to set pay. Employer suppositions about the market are often based on nothing more than stereotyped assumptions about employee worth. Allusions to the market mask embedded preconceptions about marketability that place a higher value on male workers. While market-based explanations such as prior salary, negotiating for pay, or market worth may sound gender-neutral, they often incorporate implicitly biased evaluations of employee worth. Unless courts scrutinize the business justifications behind assertions of market value, they risk turning the FOTS defense into an open door to implicit bias in setting pay.

Even if the anything-goes approach to the FOTS defense were replaced with a job-relatedness and business necessity standard, however, the problem would remain that many courts will never reach the defense because of the strict approach to the similarity required to make out a prima facie case of unequal pay for substantially equal work. Doctrinally, increasing judicial scrutiny of the strength of the employer’s reason will not help clear this hurdle. And yet, shifting the equal pay claim away from a search for deliberate discriminatory intent may, indirectly, lead courts to view this threshold issue differently. The current strictness in comparator proof stems from courts’ conception of disparate treatment as requiring a conscious discriminatory intent. Only by eliminating all nontrivial differences between the comparators can courts assure themselves that the reason for disfavoring the plaintiff was more likely than not the employer’s discriminatory intent instead of some benign difference in circumstances. In other words, a narrow view of disparate treatment as requiring proof of a conscious discriminatory
intent is what lies behind the requirement of strict proximity between comparators. If that understanding were to shift, so that disparate treatment also encompasses implicit bias in setting pay, the reason for insisting on strict similarity between comparators would weaken. Of course, doctrinally, it is a long way from toughening up the FOTS defense to easing up on the similarity of comparators in the prima facie case. But it is not so far-fetched to think that changing the theory of discrimination embodied in the FOTS defense would have an influence on how courts conceive of discrimination at the prima facie case stage too. Substantially similar work would still be the touchstone for the equal pay claim, but perhaps courts will view that inquiry less rigidly if their understanding of what pay discrimination is broadens to encompass implicit bias.

Even if reshaping the FOTS doctrine does not significantly change the outcome of many cases in litigation, it could still have an important effect on the political and institutional struggles for pay equality. Michael McCann’s important book, Rights at Work: Pay Equity Reform and the Politics of Legal Mobilization, documents a dynamic relationship between formal legal rights, political mobilization and institutional change. Even when strengthening legal rights, as with the early Supreme Court cases interpreting the equal pay laws, did little to change losing outcomes in litigation, it still inspired collective action and provided resources on which equal pay advocates could draw in making demands on employers.128 Strengthening formal legal rights raises expectations about what is possible and mobilizes activists and advocates working for equal pay. Even when lawsuits lose, activists may succeed in pressing for institutional change, using the language of legal rights as a resource to rally supporters and get the attention of employers.129 In McCann’s terms, strengthening the doctrine of the equal pay claim enhanced the symbolic capital of legal rights.130 The fashioning of doctrinal rules for equal pay claims is important not just for its effect on litigation, but also for its influence on the social movement and politics of equal pay.131

Strengthening the FOTS defense as advocated here would invite critical scrutiny of the market rationalizations that go to the heart of the political and legal battle over equal pay. Enabling the doctrine to expose the weaknesses behind these rationales would reveal the implicit gender bias in discretionary pay systems that results in paying women less for substantially equal work. At the heart of the debate over the proper scope

128. MCCANN, supra note 13, passim (situating rights-claiming as a social practice that enables advocates and activists to draw on legal resources in a political dialogue with legislatures and employers).
129. Id. at 138 (arguing that law can be a “club” for employees and a resource for social movements even without victory in court, and recognizing “the discursive power of rights discourse”).
130. Id. passim (discussing the symbolic capital of legal rights-framing).
131. Id. at 88–91, 137 (articulating a dynamic relationship between law and social change in which law facilitates collective action by citizens).
of the FOTS defense is a contest over the legitimacy of market explanations for paying women less. By engaging in this debate, the FOTS reform strategy could have a feedback effect on litigation outcomes by strengthening the social norms in support of pay equality. As was true for the Ledbetter ruling and the legislative response to it, more is at stake in the scope of the FOTS defense than a narrow doctrinal change. The issue at the heart of the controversy is the legitimacy of the gender wage gap.

132. See Goldberg, supra note 126, at 795 (arguing that the likelihood of judges finding discrimination in employment discrimination cases increases when social norms support widely held beliefs in the prevalence and wrongfulness of discrimination).